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Get Ready for the Trance-like Vibes of Pop Singer Kevin C.
Browne's Latest Release 'Escape To Nowhere'
The New Milford Pop Singer has returned with his captivating soundscapes; Kevin C.
Browne’s latest release has some incredible grooving vibes, listen to ‘Escape To Nowhere’
now.

New Milford, New Jersey Apr 9, 2024 (Issuewire.com)  -  Hailing from New Milford, United States, 
Kevin C. Browne has been one of the most prominent rock and roll artists. His latest release has finely
elicited some of the most grooving vibes that one can experience, ‘Escape To Nowhere’ has an
exceptional opening portion which later reveals a generous part that will compel you to enjoy his laid-
back yet captivating musical style. Every once in a while, everyone wants to run away from reality to
nothingness, the state of being can allow them to experience the shed of the burden even just for 2
minutes only.

This New Milford Pop Singer has always been meticulous with his works and it allows his listeners to
gravitate toward his exceptional releases. The song, ‘Escape To Nowhere’, is surely for those who are
willing to experience a trance-like dream, after chasing the idea of another dream which is synonymous
with the goal. Only in reality, there are no escapades if you are not listening to something as deep and
reflective as this release of Browne. If you are an avid music lover and you vouch for instrumental
releases more then you must listen to this number.

With the rich concoction of magnificent sounds and gravitating formations, Kevin C. Browne has
offered some of the most profound releases. His list of releases includes tracks like ‘His Name Is Jesus,
‘Angel Serenade’, ‘Oh How I Wish I Knew’, and ‘Goin' Down The Highway (To See Jesus)’. His works
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have always been constructive and charmingly impressionable. His artistry has always been the most
profound way to resonate with his audience. his entire musical catalog soaked in his gravitating musical
styles is available on various platforms like SoundCloud, Apple Music, Deezer, Spotify, and YouTube.
To know more about him you can follow him on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

Visit to hear this song, 'Escape To Nowhere' by Kevin C. Browne:

https://soundcloud.com/kevincbrowne/escape-to-nowhere
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